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Evolving the science of sports vision...

23-TIMES WORLD CHAMPION : GEORGE DIGWEED MBE : GREAT BRITAN TWO- TIME OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST - VINCENT HANCOCK - USA

OUTLAW X6 - SILVER CARBON FRAME OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST : RICHARD FAULDS MBE : GREAT BRITAN

PILLA 500 SERIES GAME KITS - 2015 

PANTHER X2 POST ADJUSTABLE NOSE

PANTHER X2 POST - FORK FRAME

CHERYL HALL - WORLD CHAMPION - GREAT BRITAN

BRAD KIDD Jr. - NATIONAL CHAMPION - USA

OUTLAW X7 - 22N FILTRATION



Nike Extreme

ANTHONY MATARESE JR. 
20 TIME TEAM USA MEMBER

HANKIN DAHLBY
OLYMPIC SILVER MEDALIST - SWEDEN

BRAD KIDD Jr. TANYA FAULDS

USA NATIONAL CHAMPION - USA TEAM ENGLAND  

We know we create visual equipment that adds 
value to an athletes performance.

We know function rules over style.

We know substance trumps hype.

We know anything less than perfection is not worth doing. 

We know that to be the best in the world is no small challenge 
and we gladly accept the challenge.

we know. . .

For over 20 years, 

Pilla Performance Eyewear has believed that if we follow these 

simple beliefs, we would be able to confidently rise everyday 

knowing that we stand alone in providing the very 

best in performance eyewear.

We thank you for the opportunity to present you with the 

finest visual equipment in the world.

We thank the best athletes in the world for embracing our 

technology and making Pilla a integral part of their 

competitive gear.  

the simple truth:
you can’t hit what you can’t see.



We outfit the majority of professional shooters in 
the world with our visual equipment.  We have stood 
on more podiums in the world championships over 
the past 15 years than any other eyewear manu-
facturer servicing the shooting sports community.

We outfit the most decorated shotgun shooter of the 
last 4 decades, George Digweed MBE, with our per-
formance enhancing technologies. 8 of the 9 men’s 
shotgun Olympic medalists in 2012 in London used 
our visual equipment to realize their dream of winning 
an Olympic medal. Vincent Hancock won his second 
Gold Medal wearing our Max Orange Technology. This 
achievement was an affirmation of our determination 
to provide a singularly unique piece of equipment 
for shooters capable of delivering visual percision.

We have partnered with Zeiss to offer the finest in 
visual lens science. Carl Zeiss has been producing 
optical perfection since 1846 and is recognized as 
the international leader in optics. For over 165 years,  
Carl Zeiss has accepted nothing less than creating 
the industry standard. Pilla is proud to engineer the 
finest products in the world with a company that 
holds the same beliefs. “We make sport visable.”

With Zeiss we have created a benchmark lens 
technology called VIVX. VIVX is a rich color en-
hancement technology, tuned to maximize the 
perceptive ability of the eye in a variety of light-
ing conditions and environmental backgrounds.

We are proud to have achieved a level of product 
engineering that carries both the Pilla and ZEISS 
name. To be granted this special badge of credibil-
ity, our products meet a very stringent set of re-
quirements. Our lens and frame engineering must be 
done in concert to yield a perfect optical instrument. 

Our products are not optically perfect until ZEISS 
engineers say our products are optically perfect.

MARK WINSER
GREAT BRITAIN

ZeISS VIVX 
A PILLA eXCLUSIVe

Eye fatigue is an area of sport science that is often overlooked by athletes, coaches, and trainers. When it comes to shooting sports eye fatigue is the difference between a Gold Medal and no medal. 

There are a variety of elements that are direct drains on the eyes ability to perform. Pilla addresses these issues by focusing on eye fitness. How can we create a technology to maintain and enhance eye fitness? 

We partnered with ZEISS to create a technology to manage eye fitness and provide athletes with eye energy for extended periods of time. We do this by using an optically correct lens with tuned color filtration while 
also focusing on delivering optically perfect frame systems. Eye fitness is maintained by using a lens substrate that does not create a distortive visual picture that the eye must continually adjust to. A sub-standard lens 
substrate makes your eye muscle feel like it’s doing arm curls all day long... eventually your arm gets tired, so does your eye. Your eye has the same issues when it continually needs to adjust to find focus. A sub stan-
dard lens material like polycarbonate is only one factor in creating the strain on your eye.  Managing light is another factor in maintaining eye fitness. Allowing too much or too little light into the eye strains the eye. 

Pilla utilizes ZEISS VIVX, our exclusive lens science, to manage light, maximize color filtration, and provide the athlete with a level of clarity found only in Pilla lenses.



PILLA ZEISS lens technologies are the only non-prescription lenses in the world that meet the 
same optical standards required for ophthalmic lenses.

Our Zeiss Vivx lenses exceed the international standards set for:

• lens abrasion • coating adhesion• coating durability• color consistency
• prism inbalance • refractive power • internal reflection

Adidas
Extreme Run

$ 85.63 $ 85.63

A Spectrophotometer in ZEISS labs is used to tune our current lens filtrations.  ZEISS VIVX lenses deliver higher color recognition and increase visual aptitude as 
well as depth of field. 

Light boxes are used to simulate various lighting conditions an athlete and hunter experiences in sighting a target or live game. Our ZEISS VIVX lenses manipulate 
the way the human eye sees color.  Tuning vision for both lighting condition and color registration is a very complex science. For the last 20 years we have been 
continually tuning our filtration curves and the our ZEISS VIVX lenses have produced the most robust filtration system yet.

InFUSeD VIVX LenS FILTRATIon - A eXCLUSIVe SCIenCe

VIVX LenS FILTRATIonS ARe SPeCIFICALLy CALIbRATeD To AmPLIFy VARIoUS TARgeT 
AnD FeATHeR CoLoRS In SPeCIFIC LIgHTIng ConDITIonS USIng A SPeCTRoPHoTomeTeR



FAIL FAIL PASS

Scratch resistance is not regulated by any international standard. ZEISS produces a self regulated high standard for 
lens integrity which produces superior coatings capable of withstanding cursory scratching.

Abrasion damage is simulated with a 1Kg eraser applied to the lens surface which strokes the surface for a length of 
20mm. The test is complete when 25 strokes have been completed. The results are then analyzed using a microscope 
to access a visual control. ZEISS VIVX lenses have excellent abrasion resistance. Optical lenses are not scratch proof 
and should always be handled with care, however, our ZEISS VIVX lenses provide superior resistance to scratching. In 
the event that a lens does become compromised. We offer a limited lifetime replacement warranty. Please see our 
website for details.

Pilla ZEISS VIVX Lenses pass the following standards: 
ANSI Z87.1 2010, ANSI Z80.3, AS1067-2003, EN1836-2005. 
With respect to ANSI Z87.1 2010 ; Pilla ZEISS VIVX lenses exceed the High Mass Test.

To pass the test, the lens must be able to withstand the blunt impact of a 500g 
steel missile with a conical hardened steel tip. This missile is then dropped from 
a height of over four feet directly on the lens.

HIgH mASS TeST - AnSI Z87.1 2010

Impact Testing at Zeiss Labs

Simulated Weather Testing

ZeISS VIVX LenSeS PRoVIDe SUPeRIoR 
ReSISTAnCe To SCRATCHIng.

Abrasion Testing 

To evaluate our ZEISS VIVX lenses ability to resist impact from related weather damage, we subject 
all our lenses to a Q-UV Accelerating Weather simulator. Rain and dew are simulated through con-
densation at 50º C. The damaging effects of sunlight are simulated by fluorescent UV lamps (UVB 
313nm) at 60ºC (140º F). 

The level of damage is evaluated following 120 hours alternating between condensation and UV 
cycles.

THe neT ReSULT: 

ZEISS VIVX lenses have excellent coating durability in extreme solar or extreme weather conditions.

The use of superior coating technology adds tremendous performance to our lens science.

ALL PILLA ZeISS LenSeS ARe SUbJeCTeD 
To ACCeLeRATeD weATeHR TeSTS To 

CeRTIFy CoATIng DURAbILITy.

Pilla Performance Eyewear engineers the finest shooting and achery eyewear in the world.  We have partnered 
Zeiss, the internationally recognized leader in optics to offer a new high performance lens science worthy of 
carrying the ZEISS name. Every product we manufacture which carries the ZEISS logo has been certified by ZEISS 
engineers to be optically correct and meet a strict standard of excellence. Our new ZEISS lens technologies utilize 
a proprietary formulation that manages light while enhancing color and is only found in Pilla products. 
Our Pilla/ZEISS technologies deliver a visual experience unmatched in sports specific eyewear.

ZeISS AUTHenTICITy: 
IF IT DoeSn’T HAVe A “Z”, 

IT’S noT ZeISS.

Pilla/Zeiss lens technologies are exclusively manufactured for pilla 
products.  

Every formulation and lens technology used in a Pilla product is an 
exclusive formulation. 

To provide confidence you are purchasing a Pilla/Zeiss product we 
have put a seal of authenticity on every lens. 

If the Zeiss  “Z”  is not found on the backside 
of either our dual lens or mask lens frame sys-
tems,  the lens it is not a Zeiss lens. period. 

(This “Z” is applied to Plano lenses only)

HANNAH HOUSTON
USA SHOOTING TEAM
TEAM GOLD MEDALIST - USA

ALL PILLA ZeISS LenSeS ARe 
CeRTIFIeD AnD QUALIFIeD by 

A ZeISS engIneeR
To be oPTICALLy PeRFeCT.

Look for the “Z” on the left and right side of the 
rear of the lens. No “Z”... it’s not Zeiss.

This mark is not visable while wearing the lens. 

LenS CeRTIFICATIon LenS weATHeR STReSS TeST & ImPACT ReSISTAnCe

VIVX IS 15% LIgHTeR than PoLyCARbonATe 120 HoUR TeSTIng PRoCeSS



EACH LENS DEVELOPED IS
INSPECTED FOR OPTICAL 
PERFECTION ZEISS VIVX

ASTIGMATIC POWER
ZERO

LeSn QUALITy InSPeCTIonS AnD TeSTIng STAnDARDS

COMPETITION
Poor spherical power 
creating haze and distortion.

ZeISS VIVX
These lenses deliver zero distortion 
and objects at a distance are razor sharp.

To achieve perfect focus of objects at a distance, spherical power 
must be held to an absolute minimum. zeiss vivx is almost zero at 
.001 the normal limit is .120

ZeISS VIVX oFFeRS A HUge ADVAnTAge In 

TARgeT ACQUISITIon

VIVX OVer 10X sharper

COMPETITION’S LENS
Zeiss VIVX
10X SHARPER PILLA ZEISS VIVX lenses are individually 

inspected by a Zeiss engineer to  qualify 
and certify that the lens has no spots, 
irregular color patterns, inclusions, dif-
ferent color nuances, marks, scratches, 
any sort of inporfection. Additionally, 
the lens is calibrated for consistency of 
lens filtration science infused into each 
lens manufactured.

ZeISS VISUAL LenS InSPeCTIonS



Pilla Zeiss Vivx Lenses Resolve Resolution With Perfection Of The Entire Target Ratio At A 
Distance Of 4.58 Meters. 

To Achieve Perfection,  The Complete Target Must Be Crisp And Clear With No Bending 
Of The Lines Orientation. Vertical Lines Must Remain Vertical And Horizontal Lines Must 
Remain Perfectly Level.  

To PRoDUCe THe FIneST HIgH DeFInITIon LenSeS In THe 
woRLD THey mUST PRoDUCe PeRFeCT ReSoLUTIon.   

Every Zeiss VIVX filtration enhances the visual resolution of both live game and targets. The combination of 
critical resolution married to pristine lens clarity provides the wearer a visual experience unlike any other.

“Pilla glasses, specifically Pilla 
lenses are by far the best on the 
market. When competing and trying 
to win major championships I 
would rely on nothing else.  Clarity 
and target definition of Pilla per-
formance products is exactly what 
I need to consistently win major 
championship. “
Anthony Matarese Jr. 
20-TIme TEAM USA MEMBER
World FITASC Silver Medal
NATIONAL CHAMPION



ZEISS LABORATORY

ZEISS QUALIFICATION IS A STRIGENT PROCESS 
WITH NUMERIOUS EVALUATIONS OF THE VIVX 
TECHNOLOGY BEFORE THE LENS IS MOUNTED 
TO A QUALIFIED PILLA FRAME DESIGN.

In 1935, Carl Zeiss patented their 
first anti-reflective coating and the 
company is today’s industry leader 
in performance coating technolo-
gy. VIVX anti-reflectives reduce the 
undesired reflected light from the 
surface of the sun lenses and elimi-
nates all ghost images that could af-
fect the visual performance required 
for a relaxed, comfortable vision.

ZeISS HISToRy

HyDRo-PeL VIVX
1. Sheets water directly off the front of the lens. 
2. Reduces smudging of finger prints. 
3. Adds a hard coat for easy cleaning and added scratch resistance.

PILLA ZeISS VIVX LenSeS ARe TReATeD wITH 
STATe-oF-THe-ART CoATIng TeCHnoLogy.

ZEISS INVENTED ANTI-REFLECTIVE TECHNOLOGY. 
ZEISS VIVX LENSES PROVIDE AN INDUSTRY LEAD-
ING ANTI-REFLECTIVE TECHNOLOGY.

Pilla has improved the performance of our anti-reflective 

coatings with  VIVX ANTI-REFLECTIVES. These  coatings are 

a significant improvement over our previous generation 

lenses resulting in near zero visual noise. This translates 

to a pristine sight picture without any visual disruption of 

reflected or refracted light.   

ZeISS eXCLUSIVe CoATIng TeCHnoLogy



THe PAnTHeR SySTem - gen4
THe FRAme SyTemS THAT ReVoLUTIonIZeD THe SPoRT

The Panther System was born in 2002 under a design directive presented to Pilla by cur-
rent 23 Time World Champion George Digweed. George required a frame system that 
provided a shooter an experience that felt like they were not wearing shooting glasses. 
The Panther system revolutionized the shooting industry and is worn by more Champions 
around the world than any other. Panther products number into the hundreds of thou-
sands world wide making it one of the most widely adopted competitive shooting systems. 

The NEW ZEISS X2 system, our 4th generation Panther frame geometry,  harness-
es a Rubber Co-Injection technology to provide superior adjustment in the temples 
for a customized fit while using the Pilla patented “Fork” temple balancing system.

The original HiDefSpex Panther - 2002

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
PAnTHeR SyTSTem

LenS oPTIonS: 12
VIVX 2 PLATFoRm

THE PANTHER SERIES USES OUR PATENTED
SNAP-TEC SYSTEM WITH 3 SNAPS FOR EASY 
REMOVAL AND ATTACHMENT OF THE LENS.

The new generation Panther Post has raised the level of comfort from the 
first generation and now in its 4th generation incorporates our unique 
counter balancing temple geometry to reduce all felt weight on the 
bridge of the nose. 

The temples are fully adjustable from front to back but also can be 
shaped to sculpt a shooters head. 

The temples can be manually adjusted by forming the temple 
tips to contour the shooters head. The better the form fit to the 
head,  the better the counter balance in weight distribution works.

THE PANTHER POST X2 NOSE 10MM 
OF ADjUSTMENT IN THE NOSE. 
5 POSITIONS OF ADjUSTMENT.

THE “FORk” TEMPLE CAN BE MANUALLY FORMED 
TO THE HEAD. BENDING THE TIPS CAN BE DONE 
BOTH VERTICALLY AS WELL AS HORIZONTALLY.

FULLy ADJUSTAbLe TemPLeS
Temples can be extended 5 positions for a custimized fit. 

Additionally, the fork temple geometry can easily be bent 
to the contour of the archers head. This design reduces the 
majority of the weight on the bridge of the shield sitting 

on the nose.

20mm of adjustment 

PAnTHeR X2 PoST



THe PAnTHeR Rx SySTem - gen4
A prescritive solution with a wide range of corrective capability.

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
PAnTHeR X2 PoST
Rx APPLICATIon

LenS oPTIonS: 12

THe PAnTHeR PoST RX InSeRT:
The X2 POST SYSTEM utilizes a prescriptive insert to provide correction 
for shooters. The design is capable of delivering a wide range of power 
requirements. 

PAnTHeR InSeRT

WORLD PRO STAFF MEMBER
USA SHOOTING TEAM

MOrGaN CraFT
USA

FRAME - PANTHER X2 POST

PAnTHeR X2
TRUCk kIT

FEATURING OUR NEW 44ED 
MEDIUM LIGHTING HD LENS

THE “FORk” TEMPLE CAN BE MANUALLY FORMED 
TO THE HEAD. BENDING THE TIPS CAN BE DONE 
BOTH VERTICALLY AS WELL AS HORIZONTALLY.

TO UTILIZE A PRESCRITPITVE INSERT A PANTHER X2 POST 
FRAME kIT MUST PURCHASED.



PAnTHeR PoST X - FoRk PAnTHeR PoST g3 - STRAIgHT

PAnTHeR X2 PoST - FRAme oPTIonS

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
PAnTHeR X SySTemS

LenS oPTIonS: 12
VIVX 2 PLATFoRm

bAnk kIT
bACkgRoUnD neUTRALIZeR kIT
22N • 44N •66N 

TRUCk kIT 
TRU CoLoR kIT
26ED • 44ED • 76HC

PAnTHeR PoST kIT oPTIonS

booST kIT 
neUTRALIZeR AnD enHAnCeR
22N • 45MAX • 60HCP

PAnTHeR X2 - CAbLe PAnTHeR X2 - FoRkPAnTHeR X2 - STRAIgHT

PAnTHeR X2 - FRAme oPTIonS

VIVX2 - 10eD VIVX2 - 22n VIVX2 - 26ED VIVX2 - 44eD VIVX2 - 45mAX

VIVX2 - 44n VIVX2 - 60HCP VIVX2 - 66N VIVX2 - 76HC VIVX2 - 94HC

This kit is tuned to provide the shooter with the maximum boost in pink 
and orange targets.  A full sun, medium, and low light lens is included with 
a direct focus on spiking these colors of targets. 

A true balance of visual spectrum color enhancement. 
This kit provides a shooter a full sun to low light lens 
option. Perfect for both clays and hunting.

SPoRTSmAn kIT 
HIgH LIgHT - Low LIgHT
10ED • 45MAX • 94HC
This kit offers the widest light management tool for the shooter. This is a 
perfect mixed kit for a shooter that both hunts and shoots clays. Included 
in this kit is the new 45max; a fantastic all around color enhancer for clays 
and works extremely well on small game. 

A specialty kit providing a full sun, medium, and low light back-
ground neutralizer technology. This kit is perfect for the shooter 
looking to manage against foliage. 

New 60hIGh CONTrasT 
perssIMON 

Juice Target Orange in Low Light.



The nose bridge is made of soft 
silicone rubber and can be customized 
to fit any shape nose by expanding the 
width of the nose assembly.

No other shooting glass technology provides more sight 
picture than the Outlaw X Series. The visual field is completely 
unobstructed as there is no front frame.

The Outlaw X is powered by ZEISS VIVX lenses and is certified to be a perfect optical instrument.  
The front bar has been taken out of the frame so the visual site picture is unmatched.  The shooter 
is presented with an unobstructed view without any imperfection or visual disruption. The temple 
design allows for extremely quick changing of the lens technology to maximize the performance of 
the product in any lighting condition.

oUTLAw X SySTem

THe oUTLAw X SySTem - gen2
A wIDe VISUAL SIgHT PICTURe

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
oUTLAw X SySTem

wRAP oPTIonS : 2 
FRAme CoLoRS : 3
LenS oPTIonS: 12

oUTLAw X - noSe

Our patented Snap-tech technology has been 
engineered to provide a solid fulcrum for easy 
changing of our temple arms to maximize 
your visual performance with the optimal light 
transmission. The wide temple creates a flat 
surface for easy leverage to snap the temple in 
place and remove.

QUICk LenS CHAnge

The Outlaw X systems incorporate our unique counter balancing temple geometry to 
reduce all felt weight on the bridge of the nose. The temple arms are intentionally de-
signed to wrap the head. We have increase the length by 6mm to create this geometry. 

The temples can be manually adjusted by forming the temple tips to contour the 
shooters head. The better the form fit to the head,  the better the counter balance in 
weight distribution works.

The Outlaw X Carbon Fiber side temples 
provide excellent reduction of stray light 
from the sides of the frame and also 
reduces distractions from competitors to 
the right and left.



Temple tips are easily adjusted to customize fit 
and provide optimal comfort. The temple tip is 
made of a high performance rubber and has a 
titanium inner core.

Every lens has an integrated rubber sweat bar to hold the lens off 
the forehead and to prevent smudging of the backside of the lens. 
Additionally, the rubber sweat bar has integrated vents to improve 
air flow on the back side of the lens to reduce any potential fogging.

AIR FLOW

RAm-AIR VenTIng

TemPLe ADJUSTmenT
oUTLAw X7OUTLAW X6

MODEL X6 - MEDIUM TO LARGE
MODEL X7 - SMALL TO MEDIUM

THE “FORK” TEMPLE CAN BE MANUALLY FORMED TO 
THE HEAD. BENDING THE TIPS CAN BE DONE BOTH 
VERTICALLY AS WELL AS HORIZONTALLY.

RAm-AIR VenTIng

THe oUTLAw X SySTem - gen2
A wIDe VISUAL SIgHT PICTURe

TemPLe ARm ADJUSTmenT 90.00°

RAm-AIR VenTIng

THe oUTLAw X PReSCRIPTIVe SySTem - gen2
2 oPTIonS ARe AVAILAbLe FoR THe InSeRT - meDIUm AnD LARge

THe oUTLAw X RX InSeRT:
The Outlaw utilizes a prescriptive insert to provide correction for 
shooters. The design is capable of delivering a significant  range of 
power requirements. The insert is available for both the X6 and X7 
models. (The medium insert must be used for the X7)

oUTLAw X FRAme SIZeS

WORLD PRO STAFF MEMBER
WORLD CHAMPION 

OLYMPIC SILVER MEDALIST
haKaN DahLBY

SWEEDEN
FRAME - OUTLAW X6



oUTLAw X - bLACk CARbon oUTLAw X - gRey CARbonoUTLAw X - SILVeR CARbon
oUTLAw X FRAme oPTIonS

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
oUTLAw X SySTem

wRAP oPTIonS : 2 
FRAme CoLoRS : 3
LenS oPTIonS: 12

TRUCk kIT 
TRU CoLoR kIT
26ED • 44ED • 76HC

oUTLAw kIT oPTIonS

booST kIT 
neUTRALIZeR AnD enHAnCeR
22N • 45MAX • 60HCP

VIVX2 - 10eD VIVX2 - 22n VIVX2 - 26ED VIVX2 - 44eD VIVX2 - 45mAX

VIVX2 - 44n VIVX2 - 60HCP VIVX2 - 66N VIVX2 - 76HC VIVX2 - 94HC

New 60hIGh CONTrasT 
perssIMON 

Juice Target Orange in Low Light.

ALL oPTIonS AVAILAbLe In 
BOTH THE X6 and X7 models

oUTLAw X - wHITe CARbon

A true balance of visual spectrum color enhancement. 
This kit provides a shooter a full sun to low light lens 
option. Perfect for both clays and hunting.

This kit is tuned to provide the shooter with the maximum boost in 
pink and orange targets.  A full sun, medium, and low light lens is includ-
ed with a direct focus on spiking these colors of targets. 

AVAILABLE SPRING 2015

SPoRTSmAn kIT 
HIgH LIgHT - Low LIgHT
10ED • 45MAX • 94HC
This kit offers the widest light management tool for the shooter. This is a perfect mixed kit for 
a shooter that both hunts and shoots clays. Included in this kit is the new 45max; a fantastic all 
around color enhancer for clays and works extremely well on small game. 

bAnk kIT
bACkgRoUnD neUTRALIZeR kIT
22N • 44N •66N 

A specialty kit providing a full sun, medium, and low light back-
ground neutralizer technology. This kit is perfect for the shooter 
looking to manage against foliage. 



The PILLA Magneto is the ultimate in performance eyewear technology for Shooting Sports.  
The frame is surgical steel fused with titanium, making it ultra light weight and durable. 

It comes packaged standard with 3 VIVX lenses to cover almost any lighting condition.  The 
22ED lens is perfect for very bright conditions with stray light and reflective surfaces such 
as water and sand. The 42 Enhanced Definition, the standard outdoor lens, is 20% brighter 
and perfect for sunny days giving the athlete  an “Unfair Advantage.”  The 58 High Contrast 
lens can be used for cloudy and rainy days. The high contrast filtration cuts through fog like 
a knife through butter. The 78 Enhanced Definition is sometimes referred to as the light 
bulb lens. It gives the impression of putting the lights back on when it’s dark, is perfect 
for indoors or shooting at dusk,  and allows the eye to make better use of the available 
light. With lenses that slide on and off using neodymium magnets, the Magneto boasts the 
fastest and easiest lens changing system available anywhere. Combined with it’s unique 
filtrations, this set gives the athlete an unfair advantage and is sure to be the last pair of 
glasses you’ll ever want to buy.

WORLD PRO STAFF MEMBER 
WORLD CHAMPION
MarTIN DaMsBO
DENMARK
FRAME - MAGNETO A
LENS - 78HC

Magneto : Cable Temple
THe mAgneTo SySTem
neoDymIUm mAgneTIC TRAnSPoRT

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
mAgneTo SySTem

FRAme oPTIonS : 2
LenS oPTIonS: 9
VIVX PLATFoRm

mAgneTo RX moDeL
The magneto Rx is a completely integrated 
solution for the those shooters in need of 
correction. This design will accommodate 
any level of corrective need

oUTLAw kIT oPTIonS

eDF kIT - 22eD, 78HC, 42eD HCn kIT - 58HC,44n, 52HC MAX KIT - 22ED, 38Max, 62Max

ENHANCED DEFINITION KIT - 22ED, 42ED, 78HC - perfect all around kit for brighter geography
HIGH CONTRAST KIT - 58HC, 44N, 52HC - a specialty kit providing high contrast lens science
MAX ORANGE 2.0 KIT - 22ED, 38MAX, 62MAX - perfect for the target shooter looking for maximum enhancement of an orange dome  target 

Limited Edition 8 Lens Kit - Special Pricing Available 

NEODYMIUM MAGNET ATTACHMENTS

SURGICAL STEEL FRAME CHASSIS - INDUSTRUCTABLE

ACCESSORY LENS OPTION

2015 Magneto includes with 4 temple lengths for a perfect fit. 
115mm, 125mm, 135mm, and the cable temple.



LenS TeCHnoLogy SHooTIng 

EnhancEd dEfinition Kit - 22ED, 78HC, 42ED

Max orangE 2.0 Kit - 22ED, 38Max, 62Max

accEssory lEns option - 88ED

moDeLS AVAILAbLe wITH VIVX LenSeS 
• PANTHER X
• PANTHER X POST
• OUTLAW X
• MAGNETO

VIVX LenS 
oPTIonS

all ViVx lEns forMUlations May not BE aVaialBE in thE panthEr and 
oUtlaW systEMs. plEasE contact a cUstoMEr sErVicE rEprEsEntatiVE 
for dEtails. sUBstitUtions Will BE MadE With siMilar ViVx 2 lEnsEs.

high contrast Kit - 44N, 58HC, 52HC

ViVx 2 - 54HC ViVx 2 - 36Mx



500 SERIES - 540 • 560 • 580
STAINLESS STEEL FRAME CHASSIS

The 500 Series is a entry level performance piece of equipment for the 
shooting enthusiast. This exciting new platform molded from high grade 
stainless steel benefits from years of frame design experience. The frame 
provides a completely unobstructed sight picture and a perfectly balanced 
frame geometry that reduces perceived weight.  At 1.25 oz, the frame pro-
vides a feather weight design for all day comfort.  This feather weight de-
sign provides all day comfort. The 5oo Series  integrates the Pilla signature 
“fork” temple tip made of a high performance rubber called Megol. The 
“fork” tip is easily adjusted by bending the tips to contour the shooters 
head. When properly adjusted the weight of the nose bridge is almost 
completely erased. The nose assembly of the 500 Series borrows from the 
minimalistic approach of the Pilla VIVX collection. The tiny nose is not seen 

580 FRAME - 8 base wrap - 8 PLANO FILTRATIONS AND ALL PILLA LENS 
FILTRATIONS INCLUDING VIVX AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

SHADow boX AnCHoRS
The lens is edged to create a slot that is placed into the frame 
at the nose and then the temple. The entire frame assembly 
acts like a big spring to hold the lens. The 580 and 540 lenses 
change extremely easy with minimal pressure. This new system 
allows for quick changing of the 580 and 540 lenses to maximize 
the full compliment of the 8 new colortrast filtrations.

SHADow boX AnCHoRS

Ultra Soft Silicone 
Nose Pads

FRAme TeCHnoLogy
500 SeRIeS

FRAme oPTIonS : 3
LenS oPTIonS: 8
CoLoRTRAST LenSeS

COLORTRAST

InVeRTeD SnAP TeCH 
The 560 uses the same patented snap tech technology from our Panther X platform but 
attaches to the inside of the front bar.

560 MASK FRAME

A wide range of corrective needs can be serviced with the 540 model.

540 FRAME 
4 base Rx only

500 SeRIeS oVeRVIew

540 & 580 FRAme - THeSe ARe eXCeLLenT 
oPTIonS FoR PReSCRIPTIVe neeDS. 

COLORTRAST

Rx
CAPABLE

Rx
CAPABLE

540 FRAME 
4 base Rx only

580 FRAme 
8 bASe PLAno & RX

25CB

35CV

45CO

50CV

65Cp

70CY

COLORTRAST BROWN

COLORTRAST VERMILION

COLORTRAST ORANGE

COLORTRAST VERMILION

COLORTRAST YELLOW

COLORTRAST PURPLE
40Cp

85CY

COLORTRAST PURPLE

COLORTRAST YELLOW

500 SeRIeS kITS:

HIgH LIgHT SHooTIng kIT - 25Cb, 35CV, 45Co
LOW LIGHT SHOOTING KIT - 50CV, 65CP, 70CY
Two LenS SHooTIng HI-Lo kIT - 25Cb, 85Cy

500 serIes LeNs TeChNOLOGIes
COLORTRAST ZEISS LENSES - HYDROPEL COATED

PILLA FoRk SySTem
This proprietary design is fully adjustable. The temple tips have high perfor-
mance rubber over the top of a bendable inner core. Both teeth of the fork and 
be independently adjusted to contour the head.

bIRD kIT - 45Co, 85Cy
gAme kIT - 25Cb, 50CV, 85Cy



The Sebring is Fully 
Adjustable temple arms 
have 20mm of adjustment 
in 5mm increments.

STANDARD  3 LENS KIT – 1 FRAME/3 PAIR LENSES MAX ORANGE HDX 5 LENS KIT – 1 FRAME/5 PAIR LENSES

presCrIpTIVe aND pLaNO sOLUTIONs

1.

2.

Quickly change the lens with ease.
Slide the lens into the bridge anchor (1.) and 
rotate the lens into the temple anchor (2.)

SebRIng g2

FRAme TeCHnoLogy

SebRIng SySTem
ALL LenS oPTIonS

FRAme oPTIonS: 2 LegACy CoLLeCTIon

THe SebRIng LenS AnCHoR™ SySTem 

This patented system was designed to overcome two major issues present 
in all frames that offer lens interchangeability...

1. COMPETITORS POSTS BEND AND CREATE FIT PROBLEMS FOR LENSES.
 

Over time, this becomes a bigger problem as lenses will not fit securely in the 
frame. Pilla created the “lens anchor” system to provide perfect fit without 
the possibility of the lens becoming loose. Since we use our exclusive Ballistx 
HDX lenses, which are made of a bullet-proof material, we can drill the lens 
without risk of cracking, allowing us to thread a bolt directly into the lens. 
This bolt then slides into a channel on the frame for a tight secure fit.

2. CHANGING A LENS IS TYPICALLY VERY DIFFICULT.
 

Pilla’s patented “Lens Anchor” allows the user to quickly and easily change 
the lens.

bALLISTX kIT SPeCIAL AVAILAbLe - CALL yoUR CUSTomeR SeRVICe RePReSenTATIVe FoR DeTAILS The Sebring Adjustable 
Bridge - 3 Positions with 
up to 6mm of adjustment 
using our patented ratch 
tec system.

Rx
CAPABLE

CUSTomIZe yoUR kIT wITH Any bALLISTX LenS

mAX kIT HIgH ConTRAST kIT HD kIT VARIA kIT

oRDeR AS STAnDARD kIT oR 
mAke yoUR own

mAX kIT 
20M, 40M, 65M, 80M
HIgH ConTRAST kIT  
25R, 50R, 65G, 85G
HD kIT 
S15, S25, S40, S55
VARIA kIT 
V25, V65, S99

STAnDARD kITS

SebRIng AVAILAbLe In 
G2 (6 BASE FRAME - Medium to Large) & LEGACY SERBING 8 (8 BASE FRAME - SMALL FIT)

DAnIA VIZZI
USA SHooTIng TeAm
FRAme: SebRIng 8



The Lens Anchor system provides perfect fit without the possibility of the 
lens becoming loose. The Ballistx HDX lenses can drill the lens without risk 
of cracking, allowing us to thread a bolt directly into the lens. This bolt 
then slides into a channel on the frame for a tight secure fit.

1.

2.

Quickly change the lens with ease.
Slide the lens into the bridge anchor (1.) and rotate  

the lens into the temple anchor (2.)

Lenses are quickly interchangeable for use 
in multiple lighting conditions.

The Merlin Kit is offered with a complete  
Pilla Ballistx Light Management system  

optimized for any lighting condition. The kit features 
1 Frame and 3 pair of lenses.

50% SR LTM 
(Sport Red) 
Overcast

75% S0 LTM 
(Sport Orange) 
Low Light

THe meRLIn LenS AnCHoR™ SySTem 
This patented system was designed to overcome two major issues present in all frames 
that offer lens interchangeability...
1. COMPETITORS POSTS BEND AND CREATE FIT PROBLEMS FOR LENSES. 

Over time, this becomes a bigger problem as lenses will not fit securely in the frame. Pilla 
created the “lens anchor” system to provide perfect fit without the possibility of the lens 
becoming loose. Since we use our exclusive Ballistx Sport lenses, which are made of a 
bullet-proof material, we can drill the lens without risk of cracking, allowing us to thread 
a bolt directly into the lens. This bolt then slides into a channel on the frame for a tight 
secure fit.

2. CHANGING A LENS IS TYPICALLY VERY DIFFICULT. 
Pilla’s patented “Lens Anchor” allows the user to quickly and easily change the lens.

meRLInPatented Carbon Fiber Fork Temple Arm 
Complete reduction of weight

Fork Temple Arm cradles the head
3-Position Adjustable Nose –  
9mm of adjustment available

Frame weight  
less than 1 oz.

Super-Thin Galvanized  
Frame Architecture

1.

2.

Quickly change the lens with ease.
Slide the lens into the bridge anchor (1.) and rotate  

the lens into the temple anchor (2.)

TomCAT

BaLLIsTX KIT speCIaL aVaILaBLe - CaLL YOUr CUsTOMer serVICe represeNTaTIVe FOr DeTaILs

presCrIpTIVe aND pLaNO sOLUTIONs

FRAme TeCHnoLogy

TomCAT
ALL LenS oPTIonS

LegACy CoLLeCTIon

Rx
CAPABLE

presCrIpTIVe aND pLaNO sOLUTIONs

FRAme TeCHnoLogy

meRLIn
SPoRTSmAn LenSeS
3 FILTRATIonS

LegACy CoLLeCTIon

Rx
CAPABLE

CUSTomIZe yoUR kIT wITH Any bALLISTX LenS

mAX kIT HIgH ConTRAST kIT HD kIT VARIA kIT

oRDeR AS STAnDARD kIT oR 
mAke yoUR own

mAX kIT 
20M, 40M, 65M, 80M
HIgH ConTRAST kIT  
25R, 50R, 65G, 85G
HD kIT 
S15, S25, S40, S55
VARIA kIT 
V25, V65, S99

STAnDARD kITS






